
 

Hamilton Safe’s transaction drawers and windows offer everything you need to 
make your drive-up and walk-up transactions safe, secure and efficient. 

 
Transaction Drawers - Models 400DD, DCD-18 & Retail Rotary Server 

(RRS) 
 

Hamilton's Transaction Drawers provide the perfect combination of ease-of-use 
with maximum secured protection.  The 400DD and the oversized DCD-18 each 

are UL Level 3 rated and constructed of 
rugged, maintenance free stainless steel.  

They can be used for both drive-up and 
walk-up applications.  The Retail Rotary 

Server is the newest walk-up drawer 
offering by Hamilton for commercial and 

retail applications. 

Two unique features to the 400DD & DCD-
18 include our patented suspension-free 

design which virtually eliminates mechanical maintenance problems common 
with other transaction drawers.  Also, the 400DD and DCD-18 provide the 

operator access to the drawer at the edge 
of the counter. There's no reaching or 

straining to place or remove the contents 
within the drawer. 

 
400DD and DCD-18 models include: 

 Easy push button electric operation with 
manual override 

 Drawer is sealed to outside air entering the 
building 

 Drawer extension adjusts to various curb 

widths 
 Audio system included 

 Great for both new installations and 
replacements 

 
 

Retail Rotary Server (RRS) features include: 
 Simple & smooth manual rotary operation 

 Large Capacity - can hold a 12 pack of soda 
 Full duplex audio system 

 Painted Stainless steel exterior finish 
 Combines nicely with Hamilton's Commercial Series window 

 



 

 
 

 
Hamilton Safe Windows - Vision Series and 

Commercial Series 
 Hamilton Vision Series Windows are constructed 

using rugged stainless steel frames and bullet 
resistive glass. Both the frame and glass are UL-

Rated.  
 Vision Series Windows are Hurricane Rated: 

o Approved by Miami-Dade County, Florida building 
code compliance 

o Approved for second-story installations 
 Standard sizes include 3'x5', 3'x6', 3'x8', 3'x10', 

3'x12' and 3'x15' 

 We make Custom Sizes as well!  
 Commercial Series windows come with UL-Rated BR glass and a stainless steel 

frame. 
 Commercial Series windows can be painted and color-matched 

 
 
 

  
 

 


